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WESTBURY GOLF CLUB 

Minutes of the 44th Annual General Meeting  

Held on Friday 13th March 2020 

Attendees. _ Committee  

Tim Rawlings  Chairman Derek Hulin President 
Cliff Connor  Treasurer / H.C Sec Bob Rawlings Secretary 
Tina James Ladies Captain Rodney Poolman  Snr Captain 
Ross Privett Captain Ann Poolman Ladies Vice Captain 
Rob Crook  Greenkeeper David Boyle Committee Member 
Rich Sims Vice-Captain Pat Bell Committee Member 

Apologies: Steve Turner Snr Vice Captain  
Other 21 attendees: see Appendix 1 
 
1) Chairman’s Opening Remarks - Tim Rawlings 

Good evening. Thank you for attending the 44th AGM of Westbury Golf Club.  The committee and I 
would like to welcome you to the AGM.  

 
 

2) Matters Arising and minutes of 43rd AGM  
There were no matters arising and the minutes of the 43rd AGM were approved and adopted. 
 
 

3) Secretary’s Report - Including changes to the constitution - Bob Rawlings   
I would like to start by thanking the committee for their effort during the year, a lot of unseen 

work commitment and effort goes on behind the scenes to run your member’s club. I think we can be 
proud of what we have achieved in the last 12 months.  

Amongst many things we achieved during the year was to obtain a new measurement certificate 
and a certificate of standard scratch from England golf. Following on from that this summer we will be 
issued with our slope index rating and implement the new World Handicapping System. We will shortly 
be erecting new signs on the 8th and 17th and on the lady’s 3rd /12th and 9th /18th that means all 
our signage will have been updated.  

I know a lot of discussion will take place further on in the evening about the course conditions I 
would like to say that this time last year we were preoccupied with the Badger damage. Which I think 
to Robs credit has not reoccurred this year. After biblical amounts of rain, the current conditions are 
only temporary and by the end of the month things will be back to normal. 

Membership held up well during the year with juniors making a recovery an increase of 10 in Male 
section offset by declines in Seniors and Ladies. we ended up with the year on 215 members. Down 2 
from last year which was a record number. (10 juniors, 19 Ladies, 143 Seniors, 50 Males)  

We were disappointed with the number of members who reneged on their standing order 
payments and you will see later in the agenda a proposal to address this with more upfront payments 
for future Standing Order / Direct Debit payments.  
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We would like the meeting to approve our decision to move to England Golf for our members 
liability insurance. This is a free policy England golf now provide as part of our affiliation fees. Its 
slightly less advantageous than the previous cover we had,  

 it does not cover for overseas courses unless travel insurance is in place,  
 it is an insurance of last resort, i.e. if any other insurance is in place that will take 

precedence.   
 It does not give us hole in one cover. 

 However, it does save us circa £500 on premiums and therefore the committee are 
recommending that we accept the England golf cover. I would like to ask the chairman to put this to 
a formal vote. 

The proposal to accept the changes to Insurance cover was made by Keith Terry and seconded by 
Derek Hulin. This was then passed by a show of hands at the meeting.   
 
 Secondly, I would like to propose that we adopt the code of conduct that Steve has been working 

on that formalises the behaviour that we expect in terms of sportsmanship integrity courtesy and 
respect both on and off the course. See appendix 2 In summary it covers  

 Coarse behaviour, Clubhouse behaviour, Dress code and pace of play. 
 It also formalises the disciplinary policy should it be necessary to address issues with a 

member.  
 I would like to ask the chairman to put this to a formal vote. 

The proposal to adopt the code of conduct into the constitution was made by Ross Privett and 
seconded by Cliff Connor. This was then passed by a show of hands at the meeting.   
 
Finally, I would like to advise that because of personal circumstances I have to stand down as 

Secretary. I would like to thank the committee and our members for their support while in post.  
 
Overall I have enjoyed my tenure and it is with some regret that I am stepping down. I will not 

bow out until June by which time I hope we will have found a successor. 
 
 

4) Treasurer’s Report – Including fee changes – Cliff Connor 
Copies of the latest estimates have been circulated. Final accounts will be posted in Starter Hut 

after the close of the Financial year. (see appendix 5 added 8/5/20) 
Income 

Membership 
This shows a reduction from last year as some members who stopped payments for personal 

reasons, others due to bad weather and the subsequent course closure. 
Pay and Play 

This shows a reduction on last year more than likely because of the course closures in the last 
couple of months. 

Expenditure 
 Most expenditure is similar to the prior year except: 
Course Maintenance 

This includes around £2000 for the construction of the practise nets (which unfortunately 
suffered damage with the storms) and about £3500 of fertiliser and other course chemicals to be 
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used during the next year. Although a breakeven situation the accounts will show a loss of around 
£3500. 

 
Fees and charges. 

2020/21 Fees 
The committee are recommending all fees and charges apart from Standing order payments 

remain the same as last year with full membership at £350.  
Changes to Standing Order Payments  

. Standing Order membership payments will change to 1 payment with application of £50 and 
then 7 monthly payments of £50 on 1st of the Month May to Nov. Those existing members who 
already have a good track record can continue to pay £34 per month.   
Full prices can be seen in appendix 3 

The full changes in fees was proposed by Mac McCourt, Seconded by Bob Rawlings and passed 
by a show of hands at the meeting.   
 
 

5) Handicap secretary – Cliff Connor 
The annual review is still to be executed within the system and some members may see changes 

to handicaps before the start of the competition season. These will be placed on the Notice Board as 
soon after the winter leagues have finished as practical.  

I have details of the system recommendations with me if any member wishes to view. 
During 2020 the new World Handicap System will be implemented and Club Systems software 

which we use will reflect the new Handicaps. These will be calculated on a rolling BEST eight of the 
last 20 scorecards submitted over the term of membership. In future this should include any 
countersigned social golf and competition cards during the year. As a new card is submitted it is added 
and the oldest score will drop off. 

Whilst this will increase the workload for me submitting both types of cards will give a better 
reflection of how a member is playing to their handicap on a daily or weekly basis. 

At this point in time members will still need to submit a minimum of 3 cards to maintain their “c” 
status and allow their handicap to be used in competitions. Those without “c” status wishing to 
participate in competitions will play off scratch with no handicap allowance until the mandatory 3 
cards have been submitted. 
I hope we can put the awful weather behind us and enjoy a good years golfing. 

 

6) Greenkeepers Report - Rob Crook 
Good evening everyone 

I will first start off with the course being closed for such a long time. In 29 years of 
greenkeeping this winter has been the wettest I have known it. According to the Met Office, last month 
was the wettest February in the UK since records began in 1862. I can understand lots of people being 
very unhappy the course is not playable, but the ground is just saturated, you can hardly walk on the 
course let alone play the course.  

As it has been wet, I have been doing many other things getting machinery ready for the 
upcoming year, trimming trees, putting in new bridges, new steps, clearing up a lot of debris after the 
strong winds we have had, and getting rid of some of our moles. When we did have  a few dry days 
this winter I have tinned the greens and some tees.  
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During the year we have seen the new putting green open, the new 4th tee box open and lots 
of other improvements which will continue this year.  

You may remember the Badgers – how can you forget!! This did take up a lot of time last year 
but touch wood the actions we have taken has not seen them return this year. 
 The plan for this year is to pray for no more rain. But seriously I want to turn this year from a bad year 
to an exceptionally good year of golf at Westbury golf club.  

With lots more improvements on the course and amazing fertilise program for the greens. I 
plan this year to be the best it has ever been. 

One last note I would like to thank Bob and Ross for the support I have had over the last year on 
the course. Thank you and good night 

 
 

7) Captain’s Report – Ross Privett  
I would like to thank all the committee members for support over the last year. I would also like 

to thank my vice-captain Rich for all the help through the year. 
I personally feel that we have had a successful year of golf.  The outstanding weather in the 

summer obviously contributed to this. Great turn outs for our men’s Sunday competitions, long may 
it continue.  

We had a good first year in the “Butlay” cup, a league event organised by Wiltshire Golf. We will 
be looking for players to join in. this year Dates to be confirmed. 

I would also like to thank everyone that attended my Captains day, what a fantastic turn out. 
Bigger and better this year. Thank you to our sponsors on this day, without their help it could not have 
happened. YPS Plumbing supplies and Arthur Mays I thank you.  

I hope you all enjoy your golf this year and on behalf of myself and committee members new and 
old thank you again for joining. 

 
 

8) Lady Captain’s Report – Tina James  
Good Evening.  
The ladies had a good season last year with competitions including the mixed games well 

attended. Thanks to all who played. 
My captain’s day was a great success.  We played 18-hole stableford followed by a cream tea, and 

a mixed fun game in the evening. Thanks to all for making it a memorable day, and Lesley for her hard 
work that day. I would like to thank Ann my vice-captain and the committee for their support. We are 
losing Mandy this year; I would like to thank her and wish her all the best.  

Presentation night was a great success. Well done all involved. It was a shame we could not play 
our annual Turkey Trot. But we made the most of the day with a xmas dinner & secret Santa. Thanks 
to Darren & staff for their hard work. Also, Rob the greenkeeper it cannot be easy for him with the 
wet weather we have had. We look forward to the season starting with some dry weather. Wish 
everyone a good season and happy golfing.  

 
 

9) Seniors Captain’s Report - Rodney Poolman      
This has been my second year as Seniors Captain and like the first It was more involved than 

anticipated. 
The friendly matches were a great success with plenty of enjoyment had by both sides. The results 

were immaterial as the matches are about having fun and meeting and making new friends. We were 
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more successful at home probably because our course is exceedingly difficult. I used a total of 38 
senior players which confirmed the amount of interest and certainly helped with the small number of 
bottles of wine I had to buy. 

The mixed friendly fortnightlies were well attended and the interaction between the players was 
the highlight. The camaraderie is the one feature that makes our club so enjoyable. 

The Senior Competitions saw over 30 entrants in each one and were very well organised by Steve 
Turner. 

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Steve for his help during the year, the Main and 
Seniors Committees for their support and Barrie Jamieson for his excellent work as Seniors Secretary. 
I would also like to express my thanks to our chef Darren for his tasty meals. 

In conclusion, I would like to wish all the members the absolute best for the coming season and 
thank you for your support and understanding during my 2 years as Seniors Captain.   

 
 

10) Chairman’s Report - Tim Rawlings 
On a Normal year I would rise thank all my fellow committee members for their commitment and 

hard work and explain how we have had a good year.   
Unfortunately, this year it must be faced the winter has been a disaster. The course has suffered 

from extreme weather if not the wettest winter on record it has been at least one of them. The result 
of which has been the course being closed far more often than any of us want and a trolley ban being 
put in place much more often than we would hope. 

I can assure you the committee are as frustrated as many of you will be. I personally have not 
played golf since Christmas. On top of our own frustration the committee are very aware that 
members look to us when things are not working, and we take that very seriously this adds to our 
personal frustration.  

Westbury golf club has many things going for it. This is a friendly club an inexpensive club it is a 
good test of a golfer. It is not a big club so on most occasions a member can just turn up and play 
whenever they like without the need to book tee times. It is a flat course. 

It does however have one big drawback being in the valley at the base of high hills it can get very 
wet and as we know to our cost waterlogged. Most winters this is still not a huge problem it was not 
last year or the year before. Personally, I have never known it to be as bad as this winter has been. 

As frustrated as we all are the one thing, we cannot control is the weather. History would suggest 
that this has been a very unusual winter and one would hope not something to be repeated for some 
years. 

Can we mitigate any of this? I have heard it suggested that we should have a six-month 
membership. We do in fact have a winter six-month membership. Anyone who would like to join and 
take a chance some days they will not be able to play due to weather in the winter are welcome. 

This I do not think is what is meant I think what is meant is that we should have a membership 
from say April to September. 

Here the size of membership the finances and cost of membership come into play. If the 
committee offered such a membership at say half price and only a few members joined this way the 
finances would already be severely affected. However, if say 50 members joined this way by October 
the golf club would be bankrupt.  Therefore, the committee do not feel they can offer an April to 
September membership at a reduced rate. The club would simply run out of money   
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The only way a summer six-month membership could be afforded by the club would be to charge 
virtually what is charged for a full membership now. 

How can this be justified? Look at the golf clubs in the area many would not offer such a 
membership but if they did the cost at these courses for six months would still be greater than the 
cost of a full year at Westbury.  

Even look at the clubs who offer a nominal membership fee and then green fees. Play twenty-six 
times. Once a week for the summer on these courses it would still cost more than a full year at 
Westbury. Is there anything we can do? Over and above the actual closer of the course there is great 
concern around the number of times our course becomes carry only. 

Some of you may have noticed at the beginning of this winter. A path designated by a white line 
was introduced around the course the idea being that the path could be used for trolly’s and buggies 
so the course could be carrying only far less often. We may and probably will end up with a very muddy 
strip around the course. For play this can be treated as a path or ground under repair so relief can be 
taken for any ball landing in this area. We do need to ask members that they keep trolly’s buggies 
strictly on the path. In other word walk to the ball from the path with a club not arriving adjacent to 
the ball and then pull a trolly on to the fairway as that defeats the object. In normal times we are 
confident this will help reduce carry only days. 

For the future many will have noticed the new holes being created are at a higher level than the 
present course they will also have drainage. Unfortunately, the wet weather has also slowed the new 
development to almost a stop. Tipping etc cannot be carried out in such wet conditions. However, the 
more holes that are created the lesser the problem with wet weather will become for Westbury. 
According to the forecasts the wet weather should be coming to an end and hopefully we can now 
look forward to plenty of golf in the spring and summer. 

On to another subject. Some of you will know the lease the Golf club had with WHCP came to an 
end at the beginning of January 2020.This has meant that we have had to negotiate a new lease. The 
old lease only covered the area of ground that the present golf course occupies. We needed something 
that would cover the new holes as well. Also, it has always been the intention of WHCP to take the 
land back in house once the new 18-hole golf course has been completed. When will that be, we do 
not know? 

For these reasons. The new lease has been arranged as a year on year rolling lease to cover the 
present course and all the land the new course will take up. 

Either party must give twelve months’ notice if they intend to rescind the lease. That way any 
golfer who signs up for a year’s membership is guaranteed that membership gives him/her the right 
to play on the course for the year they have paid for. 

The rent at present is to remain the same and WHCP guarantee that at least 9 playable holes will 
always be available to the golf club. There may be more but there will always be at least 9 holes.  

I will now thank the Officers Captains vice Captains and members of the committee of Westbury 
Golf Club who all do a marvellous job sometimes in difficult circumstances. I will also thank our 
President who does a lot behind the scenes that many members do not see. I would also like to thank 
our Green keeper who has had a particularly difficult year this year. 

Unfortunately, we are to lose our secretary this year who has worked extremely hard over the last 
two years and has made a huge difference to the club and its organisation. I would ask you to show 
your appreciation for the tremendous effort that has been put in on our behalf. 
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11) President’s Remarks – Derek Hulin  
Good evening and thank you for attending this evening. The club appears to be on the up and I 

would like to thank the committee for their work in achieving this progress and remind them, they are 
not leaving!!   

 

12) Election of Officers and General Committee for 2018 
Those seeking to serve on the management committee of the club were nominated and seconded 

by way of the nominations form posted prior to the meeting in the starter hut. Appendix 4 

Each position had only one nominee, so no individual elections were required. 

The Chairman proposed unless there were any objections nominees be duly elected.  No 
objections raised, so nominees duly appointed. 

 

Officers 
Tim Rawlings  Chairman Cliff Connor  Handicap Secretary 
Cliff Connor  Treasurer  Derek Hulin President 
Ross Privatt Club Captain Rich Sims  Vice-Captain 
Steve Turner Snr Captain Tina James Lady Captain 
Bob Rawlings  Secretary   
Committee 
Pat Bell Dave Boyle Keith Terry  Ann Poolman John Boniface 

 
 
13) Matters Arising from Members 

i. Reinstate course condition that allows for trollies but not buggies. 
A short discussion took place on this proposal, but the general feeling of the meeting was this 
should not be agreed. Either the course was fit for all “wheels” or “not” and distinction should not 
be made  

A formal vote to adopt the proposal was proposed by K. Terry seconded by R. Crook 
and was defeated by a show of hands in the meeting.    

ii. Offer 6-month Summer Membership.  
The chairman covered this in his report to the meeting and the potential issues if such a proposal 
was adopted.  

A formal vote was not taken as no one wanted to formally propose the motion  
 
 

14) Meeting Close:  The formal meeting was then closed at 8:30 pm 
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WESTBURY GOLF CLUB CODE OF CONDUCT AND DISCIPLINARY POLICY 
 To be added as an appendix of the Constitution dated March 2019 

1. Introduction 
 

The purpose of this code is to assist members and guests of Westbury Golf Club to know and understand 
the standards of behaviour expected and shall apply at all times when at Westbury Golf Club or if 
representing Westbury Golf Club. It is drafted in line with English Golf Union policy and Westbury Golf Club 
Constitution and Rules. 

The policy sets out the disciplinary process and outlines to all players, members, and the public how to make 
a complaint and how the disciplinary process at Westbury Golf Club works. 

2. Code of Conduct 
 

As a member of Westbury Golf Club, a certain standard of behaviour is expected that reflects the basic 
requirements of sportsmanship, integrity, courtesy, and respect to be shown to all other members, 
competitors, officials, and the public. Displays of bad temper, club throwing and foul and abusive language 
or failure to adhere to the Rules of Golf will not be tolerated. Any person engaging in any of the above 
behaviour must be reported to the Club Committee who will initiate the necessary action. This code also 
covers behaviour in and around the clubhouse before and after playing. 

 

On the Course: 

 Players on the 1st & 6th Tee must not play their drive until the 9th Green is clear. Players 
coming up the 9th Fairway are to show consideration to players on either of the Tees. 

 Players must use the designated Trolley path if using Buggies or Trollies. 
 Play should be continuous and without delay. See Pace of Play Guidance. 
 Do not play until the match in front is out of range or has cleared the green. 
 Players searching for a ball should signal the group behind to play through when it becomes 

apparent that the lost ball will not be immediately found. 
 Before leaving a bunker, players are to ensure that the sand has been raked. 
 Divots are to be replaced and any pitch marks on the green are to be repaired. 
 When the play at any hole is complete, the players are to immediately leave the green and 

move a safe distance away before marking cards. 
 If a match fails to keep its place on the course and loses more than one clear hole on the 

game in front, it must invite the match following to play through. 
 Single Players obviously play at a faster pace than groups and where possible should be 

called through, but they do not have priority over competitions. 
 As a courtesy, competition games should be invited to play through. 

      

In the Clubhouse:  

 Golf equipment must not be taken into the Clubhouse. 
 Shoes with soft spikes may be worn but must be clean before entering. 
 Members may not reprimand any employee of the Club. All complaints must be made in 

writing to the Club Secretary. 
     

 Dress Code: 

 The dress code to be followed at all times and is displayed on the hut adjacent to the first 
hole 
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  3.        Disciplinary Policy 

The Club Committee will appoint a number of people, normally committee members, to act as a 
Disciplinary Committee. A minimum of three members must be present to deal with any complaint or 
mete out punishment. As a general rule, one of the Captains or Vice-Captains is to sit on the Committee. 

Complaints may be made by any person, including members, competitors, visitors, or members of the 
public. They must be made in writing to the Club Secretary but may initially be made verbally to any 
member of the Club Committee. 

The Club Secretary on receiving the complaint will form the Disciplinary Committee. They will assess 
the severity of the offence and after reviewing all details will recommend the necessary action to be 
taken by the Club Committee. This action could range from dismissal of the complaint to expulsion from 
the Club. 

Grade 1 Offences - verbal warning with notice on file for first offence. Second offence will necessitate 
a written warning and further offences will result in suspension or expulsion. 

Bad language, equipment abuse, ill-mannered behaviour, or failure to complete any round of golf in a 
sanctioned competition without good reason. 

Grade 2 Offences – written warning, suspension, or expulsion. 

Behaviour bringing the Club into disrepute, theft of minor items, excessive or offensive bad language, 
verbal abuse, or threatening behaviour. 

Grade 3 Offences – suspension or expulsion. 

Misuse of alcohol or drugs on the course, serious theft, physical assault, or sexual abuse. 

4.           Pace of Play 

A round of golf is meant to be played at a prompt pace. Each player should recognise that his or her 
pace of play is likely to affect how long it will take other players to play their rounds, including both 
those in the player’s own group and those in following groups. 

Players are encouraged to allow faster groups to play through. 

The player should play at a prompt pace throughout the round, including the time taken to: 

 Prepare for and make each stroke. 
 Move from one place to another between strokes, and 
 Move to the next teeing area after completing a hole. 

A player should prepare in advance for the next stroke and be ready to play when it is his or her turn. 

When it is the player’s turn to play: 

 It is recommended that the player make the stroke in no more than 40 seconds after he or she 
is (or should be) able to play without interference or distraction, and 

 The player should usually be able to play more quickly than that and is encouraged to do so  
Playing out of turn to help pace of play: 

 In Match Play, the players may agree that one of them will play out of turn to save time (see 
Rule 6.4a) 

 In Stroke Play, players may play” ready golf” in a safe and responsible way (see Rule 6.4b 
Exception). 

It is the Club Committee’s intention to enforce these recommendations during Club Competitions. 
Marshalls/Committee Members will be on the course during competitions and will initially warn any 
offenders verbally about their pace of play. A second offence in the round will result in a 1 stroke 
penalty. More than 2 offences will result in disqualification.
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 Proposed Membership Fees 2020 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Membership 
Type 

Date of 
Joining 

Detail Price 

Full Year  
Full Year  April - June Standard £350 
Full Year April - June Junior 18 and under £45 
Full Year April - June Student under 21 £100 
Part Year  
Part Year  July 9 months membership £280 
Part Year  Aug 8 months membership £235 
Part Year  Sep 7 months membership £190 
Part Year  Oct / Nov Half Year £145 
Part Year  Dec Winter Special  £100 
Monthly Payments by Direct Debit  
Direct Debit via 
GoCardless April £50 with application then 7 x £50 monthly 

Payments £400 

Direct Debit via 
GoCardless May £100 with application then 6 x £50 monthly 

Payments £400 

Direct Debit via 
GoCardless June £150 with application then 5 x £50 monthly 

Payments £400 

Direct Debit via 
GoCardless July £100 with application then 4 x £50 monthly 

Payments £350 

Pay and Play  Price  
 Weekend and Bank Holiday £18.00 
Weekday £16.00 
Twilight 4pm (winter 2pm)  £11.00 
With County Card  £10.00 
Junior £5.50 
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Nominations for Officials of the club. 
 
Candidates for general Committee – no vote required  

Nominations of Officers  

Position  Nominee Proposer Seconded  
Chairman T Rawlings A. Poolman R. Rawlings 
Captain R. Privett  D. Hulin T Rawlings 

Vice-Captain R Sims D. Hulin T. Rawlings 
Treasure    

Handicap Secretary C. Connor A. Poolman R. Rawlings 
Secretary    

 
Candidates for general Committee – no vote required  

Nominations for Committee 

Nominee Proposer Seconded  
A. Poolman T. James R. Rawlings 

P. Bell T. James R. Rawlings 
K. Terry R. Privett R. Sims 
D.Boyle R. Rawlings T. Rawlings 

J Boniface R. Rawlings A. Poolman 
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